In any planar domain D, let vi, •••, v n be n (2^2) non-proportional minimal positive harmonic functions, tending to zero in a vicinity of every finite boundary point. Let p v be the order of v v defined by p v = lim ^^^2, M v (r) = max ^(z).
T&ew it holds that n "I
?-/τ-2 ί/ere τι mα?/ 6e oo.
In the present paper we shall give a perfect criterion for a point to be regular for the Dirichlet problem in terms of the growth of a certain functional. Our result may be considered so as to fill up the gap in case of n = 1 which is excluded in the above theorem. We need some preparations on positive harmonic functions.
Let D be a planar domain bounded by an infinite number of analytic Jordan curves {C/} whose only one clustering point is the point at infinity. Let P(D) be the class of positive harmonic functions in D with the vanishing boundary value at any finite boundary point. Let G(D) and K(D) be two sub- tion of D with singularity at p. And further, any element u e P(D) can be written as a positively linear combination of these minimals:
where the integral is taken over the set Δ of Martin minimal point with a suitable non-negative Radon measure μ. In our previous paper [4] Let ψ (r) be the functional defined by
J{lz\=r}^& By Green's formula, we get a relation
The left hand side is equal to rψ ^r), since u(r, θ) = 0 on each C r . Therefore we have t(τ) is a non-decreasing continuous function of r positive for r > n. For any
When t(r) is bounded, then we have _ limThis is the case when the point at infinity is an irregular point, since t(r), then, is bounded.
THEOREM 1. // the point at infinity is an irregular point of D for the Dirichlet problem, then G(D) is of dimension one, K(D) is empty and u^G(D) has the growth
0<c^I 5ι5[^= JV<00
// there hold the above inequalities for a function u(z) e P(D), then u(z) e G(D) and z = oo is an irregular point.
The above theorem gives a characterization of the regularity and the irregularity of a point. Hence we can say by theorem 1 that z = oo is a regular point.
Let γ n be a sufficiently smooth curve lying in D and separating the origin from the point at infinity, which tends to the point at infinity for n-*oo. Let G n be the finite domain which is the intersection of the finite domain bounded by the curve γ n and the domain D. Therefore by theorem 1 we can say that z = oo is an irregular point.
Finally, we state a remark. Let f(z) be such an integral function that the point at infinity is an irregular point for a domain D on which |/(z)l>l holds. Then f(z) reduces to a polynomial. Indeed, log|/(z)| is a positive harmonic function on D vanishing identically on every finite boundary point. By theorem 1 log \f(z) \ /log | z \ ^N< oo for any \z \ > r. This shows that f(z) is a polynomial.
